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Disclaimer
CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION, FUTURE- ORIENTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
This presentation includes information, statements, beliefs and opinions which are forward-looking, and which reflect current estimates, expectations and projections about future events.
Statements containing the words “believe”, “expect”, “intend”, “should”, “seek”, “anticipate”, “will”, “positioned”, “project”, “risk”, “plan”, “may”, “estimate” or, in each case, their
negative and words of similar meaning are intended to identify forward-looking information. By its nature, forward-looking information involves a number of known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and assumptions concerning, among other things, the Medcolcanna Organics Inc.’s (the “Company”) anticipated business strategies, anticipated trends in the Company’s
business, anticipated future revenue streams, and anticipated market share, that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forwardlooking information. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. In addition, even if the
outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein are consistent with the forward-looking information contained in this presentation, those results or developments may
not be indicative of results or developments in subsequent periods. Although the Company has attempted to identify important risks and factors that could cause actual actions, events or
results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking information, there may be other factors and risks that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or
intended. Forward-looking information contained in this presentation is based on the Company’s current estimates, assumptions, expectations and projections, which the Company believes
are reasonable as of the current date. The Company can give no assurance that these estimates, assumptions, expectations and projections will prove to have been correct. You should not
place undue reliance on forward-looking information contained in this presentation. Forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are made of the date of this presentation and,
except as required by applicable law, the Company assumes no obligation to update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances. Historical information contained in this
presentation regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. In this regard, certain financial information
contained herein has been extracted from, or based upon, information available in the public domain and/or provided by the Company. In particular historical results should not be taken as a
representation that such trends will be replicated in the future. No statement in this presentation is intended to be nor may be construed as a profit forecast. All forward-looking information
in this presentation is expressly qualified in its entirety by this cautionary statement.
To the extent any forward-looking information in this presentation, or in documents incorporated by reference herein, constitutes “future-oriented financial information” or, a “financial
outlook” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws, such information is being provided to demonstrate the potential benefits of the offering described herein and the reader
is cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place undue reliance on such future-oriented financial information and financial
outlook. The Company’s actual financial position and results of operations may differ materially from management’s current expectations and, as a result, the Company’s revenue expectations
may differ materially from the revenue expectations provided in this presentation. Such information is presented for illustrative purposes only.
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Medcolcanna at a Glance

Canadian cannabis
company with
global scope

Proven entrepreneurial
management team

Strategic partnerships to
investigate, commercialize
and distribute in LatAm,
North America and Europe

Secured prime locations
with optimal growing
conditions

Regulatory compliance
with all necessary
licenses granted

Based in Colombia –
skilled labour and low
cost production

Highly scalable production
model with access to
over 25,780 acres of
cultivable land
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Colombia’s Competitive Edge

POPULATION:

620M
US$12.7B(1)

“

Colombia has positioned itself as the second largest flower producer in the world.
Its highly trained agricultural workforce and optimal growing conditions make it a
strategic hub for cannabis cultivation.
- Nicolás Rodriguez, COO

“

LATIN
AMERICAN

Medical Cannabis Market

• Progressive legislation
• LatAm cannabis industry is projected to grow to US$12.7 billion by 2028(1)

COLOMBIAN
POPULATION:

49M

Produces up to 44%
of total worlds dried
flower(2)

Lower Production Costs

• Average production cost US$0.05 per gram vs. US$1.14 to US$1.52
in North America

Agricultural Expertise and Skilled Labour

• Second largest flower exporter in the world, produces 70% of the cut flowers sold in
Canada and the US.
• Skilled agricultural workforce

Optimal Growing Conditions

• Year round moderate temperatures, 12-hour days and high light intensity. (World
Bank, 1991)
• Only equatorial country with legal medical cannabis
1. The Global Cannabis Market Continues its Growth With Increasing Latin American Presence. Market Watch, 2018
2. Latin America Update: Marijuana business developments in Colombia. Marijuana Business Daily, 2018
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Fully Vertically Integrated Style
Investments and partnerships across the whole value chain using world class processes to secure a
leadership position in the market.

SEEDS AND
GENETICS
PRODUCTION

PROCESSING

GAP

GMP

Good Agricultural
Practices

Good Manufacture
Practices

DIVERSIFIED
PRODUCTS AND
R&D

DISTRIBUTION

ISO

International
Quality
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Seeds and Genetics
Medcolcanna has a cultivation lab on premise to develop
the best quality seedlings for the cropping of mother
plants.
• Selection of top class genetic material to cross breed
through in vitro cultivation
• In vitro lab for cloning and reproducing genetic material
• Storage of high quality germ cells for plant cultivation
programs
• Renewal and maintenance of in vitro mother plants
• Selection of clones and multiplication
• Rooting of mother plant cuttings system

Plant
breeding

Propagation
system

Genetic material and seeds being developed to
market through a network of cannabis growers.
Fifteen LOI’s signed with distribution and sales
starting when they are fully licensed.
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Current Facilities
Fully integrated facility located in prime flower
producing region; scalable for up to 2 million sq. ft.

HACIENDA
EL CANDIL
• 30 minutes from Bogotá, optimal conditions positioned
Colombia as second largest producer in the world
• Easy access, water availability, flat land
• Suitable location to apply security protocol
• 200 greenhouses (775,000 sq. ft.) under construction expected
to be completed by Q4 2019
• Half of Medcolcanna’s production will be 100% certified organic
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Processing
Medcolcanna will have a state-of-the-art post processing facility and extraction plant.

GMP

GMP

Good Manufacturing
Practices

Certified production
facility of 10,700 sq. ft.
under construction and
to be completed by
Q4 2019

4 EXTRACTION
Processes available CO2,
Enzyme, Ethanol
and Rosin

CAPACITY

For internal production and
to provide external postprocessing services for third
parties

Medcolcanna’s refining, final mixing and packaging will be in a free trade zone
which benefits from special tax and customs treatment.
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Distribution

Strategic Market Approach
Focused on four main market
penetration strategies, lowest
quartile pricing worldwide.
• By 2024 the Medical Cannabis Market
size is expected to reach US$44B1

Phase 1
•Commodity Trading
•Local Sales

Phase 2
•Global Joint Ventures
•Cosmetics

1. Medical Cannabis Market: Global Industry Trends, Share, Size,
Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2019-2024

Phase 3
•Pharmaceuticals

Phase 4
•Consumer Packaged
Goods
•E-Commerce
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Local Sales
Phase 1

Distribution via network
of doctors. Broadening
distribution after clinical
trials and regulatory
approvals.

Innovative CBD Products NV
– through a network of
local doctors and medical
centers (Over 30,000
patients per year in
Colombia alone).

Negotiations with
Following clinical trials in
pharmaceutical professionals Europe, MCCN will register
in the US have developed its medical IP formulations
>40 prescription drugs for
with the FDA, EMA,
large pharmaceutical
INVIMA & Health Canada,
companies.
among others.
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Global Joint Ventures
Phase 2

• Direct ownership
• Partnerships
• Under negotiation

Medcolcanna’s goal is to position itself as a global cannabis pharmaceutical leader
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Global Joint Ventures
Phase 2

Direct Ownership

Under Negotiation

Colombia
Over 775,000 sq. ft. cultivated by Q4 2019. Secured all necessary
licenses for operation. Capacity to produce around 12.3 tonnes
of dry flower per hectare annually

Germany
Association that will grant access to import and refining license

Malta
Establishment of a trading company to target large global
distributors
Netherlands
Acquisition of Innovative CBD Products NV, owns several
patented formulations and currently performing trials in Europe
Switzerland
Establishment of a trading company

Panama
Association to distribute our products

Partnership
Chile
LOI with strong local player to investigate, produce and
commercialize cannabis-based products with its own formulations
Mexico
Option to produce and distribute locally through a well
established ally
Canada
Partnerships with several strong players, including LOI with local
players to distribute our products

Medcolcanna’s goal is to position itself as a global cannabis pharmaceutical leader
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Cosmetics
Phase 2

Cosmetic Market

Potential market: expected to reach US$805.61 billion in 2023,
with a CAGR OF 7.14% (Mordor Intelligence Research Report,
2017).
Medcolcanna recognizes the evident shift towards organic based
products with reasonable prices and effective results, and intends
to provide consumers with high quality products that meet these
standards.

Medcolcanna

Medcolcanna will produce and distribute cosmetic products
either by utilizing its own proprietary formulations or by
partnering with another supplier such as Technomed, an Italian
company that uses a patented active principle developed by
Linnea. Linnea is a well known multinational company that is focused
on pharmaceutical ingredients.
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Pharmaceuticals
Phase 3

With the acquisition of Innovative CBD we have
access to unique and efficient medical formulations for
+50 disorders. Innovate CBD was created to research
and develop cannabinoid formulations that effectively treat
conditions without the undesired secondary effects of
conventional medications. Clinical trials starting in May
in Rijks Universiteit, Groningen, Holland for Crohn’s,
insomnia, anxiety, fibromyalgia, premenstrual
syndrome, psoriasis, chronic pain and eczema.

“

Cannabis can be of great importance in many diseases
where inflammation and pain are a major infliction. The
combination of cannabis with other products create
synergies that target specific disorders, providing
better results.

“

- Harm Hids

DISORDER

FORMAT

CATEGORY

Crohn’s

ENTERIC SOFTGEL/ FAST ORAL
TABLETS

PRESCRIPTION

Insomnia

NOSE SPRAY

OTC

Anxiety

PATCHES/SPRAY

OTC

Fibromyalgia

PATCHES

PRESCRIPTION

PMS

OVULES

OTC

Psoriasis

GEL/CREAM

PRESCRIPTION

Chronic Pain

PATCHES/ RECTAL/ FAST ORAL
TABLETS

OTC

Eczema

CREAM

PRESCRIPTION
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Case Study: Vital
Phase 3

In November 2011 Vital was diagnosed
with severe Crohn’s disease. He started
classical treatment that never really
worked. He became steroid dependent.

with a precise formulation now owned
by Medcolcanna that has been used by
+200 patients in the formulation
developing stage.

During the summer of 2014 things
turned for the worse and he was in a
deep and never-ending flare. Having to
go to the bathroom 10 to 20 times per
day with urgency, vomiting, nausea and
pain. Vital was suicidal.

Vital is now leading a normal life and
still uses THC and CBD. He is
studying and working as a ski teacher
in a ski facility.

After research, Vital discovered medical
cannabis. He started treatment in
August 2014 with positive results.

Vital will be a spokesperson for
Medcolcanna helping to raise the
awareness of the enormous health
benefits of cannabis based on his
own medical history.

After endless personal trials, Vital and
his father Harm, were able to come up
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Doctor & Patient Network
Phase 3

LOI signed with Neurocountry Portoazul, a clinic dedicated to
prevent, diagnose and treat neurological disorders such as epilepsy
and sleep disorders.

Robust patient database with +80 patients per day
(30,000 per year) - Only in Colombia
Clinical trials to be approved by the INVIMA
(National Institute of Food and Drug Surveillance)
Agreements with other clinics in Latin America to distribute
products

Dr. Addison Rene Bolaños Solano
Neurologist
Harvard University – Boston, USA
Universidad Autónoma de Guadalajara - México
Surgeon with specialization in Clinical Neurology and sub-specialization
in Clinical Neurophysiology; expertise in clinical epilepsy for
adults and children.
Dr. Bolaños has served as director of several academic and clinical
institutions, and has performed studies in the epilepsy and pain
areas, with published investigations in different international specialized
magazines and books. Additionally, he conducts speeches on the
subject of epilepsy at local and international medical congresses.
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Other Consumer Packaged Goods
Phase 4

Potential to develop a wide range of
Cannam Expectrum products including
edibles and pet supplies among others
*Cannam Expectrum is currently under application for registration
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Commodity Trading
Phase 1

We believe that THC and CBD oil will behave as a commodity and our strategy targets high quality oil + low cost
production to ensure our leadership position in the market.
•
•
•

Establishment of Maltese commodity trading company
Access to European marketplace
A German firm that will grant Medcolcanna importing and oil refining licenses in Europe
Negotiating with large channel global distributors for Bulk CBD and THC oil

Mr. de la Vega was the founder of a
major Latin American commodity
trading company with revenues of
US$800 million in 2014. CEO for 10
years.
Developed strong relationships with
domestic and global commodities
companies.

Led the company to become the 2nd
largest exporter of coking coal.
Created vertical integration for the
value chain. Acquisition of profitable
assets such as coal mines, metcoke
ovens, quality labs, stockyards, and
transportation infrastructure.

Medcolcanna’s goal is to position itself as a global cannabis pharmaceutical leader

Ranked 17th largest Colombian exporter,
76th largest Colombian company, and #1 in
growth prospects for 2013-2014.
Mr. de la Vega intends to deploy similar
trade strategies for medicinal cannabis oils
and extracts on the international stage by
combining the agronomic advantages of
Colombian cannabis cultivation with his global
network of potential offtake partners.
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Diversified Product Portfolio
Bulk THC and CBD oil, isolates, crystals and distillates
Processed goods:

Pharmaceutical
• Owned medical preparations:
• Developed by Innovative CBD
• Over the counter & prescription brands

Cosmetic and Consumer Packaged Goods
• Partnership with Tecnomed to distribute their
unique patented cosmetic line
• Edibles, wellness products and pet supplies will be
developed on a long term basis
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Management Team
Skilled team with 40+ years of combined experience in health care, capital markets and international commodity trading
and well connected with key government and regulatory officials to help navigate the regulatory environment.

FELIPE DE LA VEGA
Chief Executive Officer
Founder of Medcolcanna

Former CEO and founder of Trenaco
Holding Corporation, a commodity trading
company with revenues of US$800 million
in 2014.
Proven leader having grown Trenaco into
the 2nd largest exporter of coking coal in
Colombia and the 17th largest exporter
overall.

NICOLAS RODRIGUEZ
Chief Operating Officer

CHRIS REID
Chief Financial Officer

Agricultural engineer with experience leading
innovation and business development in the
agro - industry

Chartered accountant with many years of
international business and Colombian industry
experience

Previously, General Manager at Clinton Giustra
Enterprise Partnership: a social business builder
that brings entrepreneurial solutions to agrobusiness, farmers and fishermen

Currently the CEO of Petrodorado and a
director of several Canadian publicly listed
companies

HARM HIDS
Head of Product Development &
Business Development in Europe
Discovered the benefits of medical
cannabis when he developed a formula
that successfully treated his son’s Crohn’s
disease
Expanded his efforts into formulating
medicines and food supplements for other
diseases
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Board of Directors
Medcolcanna has put together a strong board of directors with deep expertise in the capital markets,
commodity trading and international business.
ROBERT METCALFE
Chairman of the Board
Robert James Metcalfe is a lawyer and
has served as President, CEO, Lead
Director, Chairman and Committee
member on numerous publicly listed
companies around the world
He was a senior partner with the law
firm Lang Michener LLP for 20 years

FELIPE DE LA VEGA
Chief Executive Officer

THOR BORRESEN

Mr. Mora Hernandez

Thor Borresen is the Marketing Vicepresident of Bavaria, the Colombian
operation of the world’s leading
brewer, AB In Bev.

Mr. Mora Hernandez has more than 30
years’ experience in growing, managing
and leading pharmaceutical businesses in
Latin America, in particular, Colombia,
Perú and Mexico.

Before joining Bavaria, he was part of
the marketing team in Kraft Foods
Colombia and Venezuela

PABLO VIEIRA

Founder of Medcolcanna

Pablo Vieira is the Global Director of the NDC
Partnership Support Unit

Former CEO and founder of Trenaco
Holding Corporation, a commodity trading
company with revenues of US$800 million in
2014.

Pablo is a leading figure in the environmental,
green growth, and sustainable rural
development sectors in Colombia. He served
as an Advisor to President Juan Manuel Santos

Proven leader having grown Trenaco into
the 2nd largest exporter of coking coal in
Colombia and the 17th largest exporter
overall

In 2013 Pablo was appointed as Deputy
Minister of Environment and Sustainable
Development

Mr. Mora Hernandez was International Vice
President for Latin America and Puerto
Rico for Johnson & Johnson. This division
achieved the status of fastest growing in
the Johnson & Johnson family of
companies. He is currently the co-founder
and CEO of the first Technological
Healthcare Platform in Colombia, Mexico
and Perú.
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Global Joint Ventures
Phase 2

To expand production capabilities and develop a sustainable business model Medcolcanna will establish long-term
inclusive relationships with the surrounding communities. The shared value creation with small local farmers
across the country will build a high-quality supply source for Medcolcanna.

CULTIVATION UNDER CONTRACT

OUTSOURCING POST-PROCESSING

SHARED VALUE CREATION

Third party contract growers network to
scale production capacity

Medcolcanna currently has a 10,700 sq. ft.
GMP post-processing plant under construction

Promote more efficient agricultural techniques
and technical organizational assistance

Medcolcanna will provide seeds and
cuttings as well as techniques to ensure
product quality

The plant will have the capacity to take all
production for long term growth and to
provide outsourcing services to third parties

Improve product quality and sustainability;
establish a direct client base

Around 15% of total production is
forecasted to be supplied by contract
growers

Pursuing additional revenue streams by
providing this service to other players in the
industry

Increase production capability and have
greater market reach through a qualified
supplier
Sustainable and socially responsible
cannabis products that meet consumer
quality standards
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Facilities Expansion Plans
Antioquia + 450M Sq. Feet

Córdoba + 398M sq. ft.

Rionegro: 1.1 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 6,800 feet
Temperature: 54°F - 64°F

Planeta Rica: 183 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 328 feet
Temperature: 73°F - 97°F

Venecia: 3.2 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 4,280 feet
Temperature: 64°F - 79°F

Pueblo Nuevo: 215 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 354 feet
Temperature: 48°F - 77°F

Jericó: 8.6 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 6,270 feet
Temperature: 64°F - 79°F

Boyacá + 1.1M sq. ft.

Puerto Berrío 204.5 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 410 feet
Temperature: 75°F - 88°F
Caucasia: 237 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 164 feet
Temperature: 73°F - 93°F

Villa de Leyva: 1.1 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 7,050 feet
Temperature: 54°F - 77°F

Meta + 269M sq. ft.
Puerto López: 269 million sq. ft.
Altitude: 1198 feet
Temperature: 72°F - 91°F

1. Total acres available for development refer to the total acreage to which Medcolcanna currently has access
and is evaluating for future expansion plans

A total of

25,780

acres available

for development. Half of
Medcolcanna’s production will be
100% certified organic
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Production Capabilities
Organic growth: Areas below are achieved at year-end

10.8 million sq. ft.

1,133

4.3 million sq. ft.
775,000 sq. ft.

49
2019

385
2020

2021

Flower production capacity (Thousand of kilograms)

Capacity in thousands of kg. per year
150 grams of flower per sq. ft.

1.
2.
3.

Production capacity represents all cultivated plants capacity for a 12
month period, factoring in anticipated harvests
Based on 150 grams/ sq. ft., three annual growing cycles (linear
increase in grams/ sq. ft. until reaching +30% by year 4)
Additional assumptions: 80% effective area for cultivation, 5% mortality rate
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Capital Structures

Basic Shares Outstanding

85.6 million

Initial Share Price
Market Capitalization
Management and Board Ownership
Warrants and Options
Weighted Average Strike Price
Cash (CAD)

C$0.25
C$21.4 million
30%
26.6 million
C$0.38
C$9 million

1. Fully diluted shares are 112.2 million
2. 3.7 million warrants exercisable at C$0.25; remainder at C$0.40

“

- Chris Reid, CFO

“

TSX Venture (TSXV:MCCN)

“Medcolcanna's entry to the TSX
Venture Exchange will definitely
contribute to its positioning as a leading
company with international reach.
There’s a clear business opportunity
in the medical cannabis industry with
exciting financial forecasts and great
potential to generate value for our
shareholders.”
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Key Value Drivers

Experienced

Highly scalable

Attractive margins

Commodity based

entrepreneurial
management team

production model

given low production
costs

approach to develop
large channel global

Attractive value
relative to its peers

distribution
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www.medcolcanna.com
info@medcolcanna.com

